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Abstract 
This paper studies convergence analysis of a preconditioned inexact Uzawa method for nondifferentiable saddle-point 
problems. The SOR-Newton method and the SOR-BFGS method are special cases of this method. We relax the Bramble- 
Pasciak-Vassilev condition on preconditioners for convergence of the inexact Uzawa method for linear saddle-point prob- 
lems. The relaxed condition is used to determine the relaxation parameters in the SOR-Newton method and the SOR- 
BFGS method. Furthermore, we study global convergence of the multistep inexact Uzawa method for nondifferentiable 
saddle-point problems. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All fights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Saddle-point problems arise, for example, in the mixed finite element discretization of the Stokes 
equations, coupled finite element/boundary element computations for interface problems, and the 
minimization of a convex function subject to linear constraints [2-7, 10, 12, 21, 23-27] In this 
paper we consider the nonlinear saddle-point problem 
H(x, y )  - Bx - G(y )  
where B c R m×n, p E ~", q E N", F : ~R" --~ ~" is a strongly monotone mapping with modulus #, 
i.e., 
(F (x)  - F(y))T(x - ll z, for x,Y C ~T' (1.2) 
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and G : 5}~m .....+ ~}~m is a monotone mapping, i.e., 
(G(y )  - GO3))V(y - )3)>~0, for y,p E ~T" (1.3) 
If F and G are symmetric affine functions, problem (1.1) reduces to the linear saddle problem [2, 
3, 10, 24, 27] 
(AB; )  ( ; )  : (p ) ,  (1.4) 
where A is an n × n symmetric positive-definite matrix and C is an m x m symmetric positive-semi- 
definite matrix. A version of preconditioned inexact Uzawa methods for solving (1.4) is 
Xk+l = Xk + p - l (p  _ Axk -- BTyk),  
Yk+l = Yk + Q- l (Bxk+l  - -  Cyk - q), (1.5) 
where P E N,×n and Q E Nm×m are symmetric positive-definite preconditioners [3, 10, 27]. This 
inexact Uzawa method (1.5) is simple and has minimal computer memory requirements. Furthermore, 
it has no inner products involved in the iteration. These features make this method very well suited 
for implementation modem computing architectures. Bramble, et al. [3] showed that method (1.5) 
for solving (1.4) with C = 0 always converges provided that the preconditioners satisfy 
and 
O<~((P -A )x ,x )<<.6(Px ,  x )  for all x E ~" (1.6) 
Example 1 (SOR-Newton  method) .  In this case Pk = i , l , gF (xk) and Qk = ~G(yk), where ~o > 0. 
The positive-definite property of Pk is guaranteed by the strong monotonicity of F. To ensure the 
O<.((Q -BA-~Br )y ,y )<<.y(Qy ,  y )  for all y E ~m, (1.7) 
where 6, 7 C [0, 1 ). 
In this paper, we consider the case C # 0 and relax conditions (1.6) and (1.7) to 
O<.<((P-A)x,x)<<.6(Px,  ) or -3 (Px ,  x)<<.((P-A)x,x)<<.O,  (1.8) 
for all x c ~R", and 
- ;/(Qy, y )<~((Q - BA-1B v - C )y ,y )<~y(Qy,  y )  for all y E ~m, (1.9) 
where P -A  and Q -BA-~B T - C are positive semi-definite or negative semi-definite, and 6 and 
are small positive numbers. Furthermore, we use the relaxed Bramble-Pasciak-Vassilev condition 
to study convergence of the inexact Uzawa method for nonlinear saddle-point problems. 
A direct generalization of (1.5) for solving nonlinear saddle-point problems (1.1) is 
Xk+l = Xk -I- p~l (p  _ F (xk)  -- BTyk),  
Y~+~ = Yk + Q[l(BXk+l -- G(yk)  -- q), (1.10) 
where Pk E ~"×" and Qk E ~"×" are positive definite. 
Some accelerated Newton-type methods are particular cases of method (1.10). 
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positive-definite property of Qk, we can use a modification Qk =-~(G'(yk)+ elm) where e is a positive 
number and Im is the identity matrix in ~,,xm. 
Example 2 (SOR-BFGS method) .  Let A0 E ~"×" and Co E ~m×m be arbitrary positive definite 
matrices. For k/> 0, we define 
sk = Xk+l -- Xk, tk = F(xk+l ) -- F(Xk), 
uk = Yk+l -- Yk, Vk = G(yk+l ) -- G(yk).  
We set 
Aksks[Ak tkt ]
Ak+l = Ak T + 7 - - '  (1.11) 
skAksk t~ Sk 
and 
I T T 
CkukukCk VkV~ if T 
Ck+~ Ck ~ + ..-YU-.. VkUk # 0 (1.12) U k CkUk I) k Uk 
Ck otherwise. 
Since F is strongly monotone and G is monotone, T T tl, Sk > 0 and v kuk I> 0 for all k/> 0. By the BFGS 
update rule [11], Ak and C~ are positive definite. Taking Pk = ~Ak and Qk = 1 Ck with co > 0, method 
(1.10) reduces to the SOR-BFGS method. 
In this paper we are concerned with the case in which F and/or G are possibly nondifferentiable. 
Such problems arise from LC 1 convex programming problems [4, 6, 21, 23, 25], nondifferentiable 
interface problems [5, 12], and some possible extension of nondifferentiable problems [1, 15, 20]. A 
globally and superlinearly convergent inexact Uzawa method for solving 1.1 was studied in [5], in 
which the component Xk__ 1 is generated by a nonlinear iterative process. In particular, Xk+l satisfies 
F(xk+l ) + BTyk = p + 6k, (1.13) 
where 6k is the residual of the approximation solution x~+t o the system F(x )  + Bryk  = p. In 
this paper we show that the nonlinear version (1.13) can be replaced by a multistep linear process. 
Precisely, we prove global convergence of the following multistep inexact Uzawa method: 
Xk+ 1 = Xk, lk , Xk,o = Xk, 
xk, i+, = Xk, i +P;~(p  -- F(xk.i) - -BTyk) ,  i = 0, 1,---lk -- 1, (1.14) 
Yk+t = Yk + Qkl(Bxk+l -- G(yk)  -- q). 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we rewrite the preconditioned inexact Uzawa 
method (1.10) as a fixed-point method, and generalize local convergence theory [16-18, 28] to 
nondifferentiable problems. Moreover, we relax the Bramble-Pasciak-Vassilev condition on P and 
Q for convergence of (1.5). In Section 3 we use the local convergence theory and the relaxed 
condition to determine the relaxation parameter in the SOR-Newton method and the SOR-BFGS 
method for the nonsmooth saddle-point problem (1. I). Furthermore, we study global convergence 
of the multistep inexact Uzawa method (1.14). 
Throughout this paper we denote the identity matrices in ~,x, ,  ~mxm and ~(n+m)X(n+m) by In, Im 
and I, respectively. The spectral radius of a matrix J is denoted by p( J ) .  For simplicity, we use z 
for the column vector (x T, yT)T and E for the matrix (P, Q). 
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2. A fixed-point method and its preconditioners 
Since F is strongly monotone, F has a single valued inverse operator F -~ defined by F - l (v )  -- 
{x I v --- F(x)}. Furthermore, the inverse operator F -1 is also a strongly monotone mapping. Hence 
system (1.1) is equivalent to 
H2(y) = -BF - I (p  - BT y)  + G(y)  + q = 0. (2.1) 
By the monotone property of G, we have that for any y, 33 E ~m, there exists a positive scalar /~ 
such that 
(B (F - I (p  - BT)3) -- F- ' (p  - Bry))  + G(y)  - G()3))T(y -- )3) ~>/~[[BT(y -- )3)[[ z. (2.2) 
If B has full row rank, (2.2) implies that//2 is a strongly monotone mapping and so system (2.1) 
has a unique solution y, E Nm. Therefore, (1.1) has a unique solution z, E N,+m. In the remainder 
of this paper, we assume that there exists a solution z, of (1.1). 
Let us denote 
41 (Z, P)  = x + p - l (p  _ F (x)  - BVy), 
qi2(z,E) = y + Q-~(B(x + p - l (p  _ F (x )  - BTy)) -- G(y)  - q) 
and 
¢(z ,E )  = (¢ l ( z 'P )  
~2(z, E) / " 
Obviously z. is a solution of (1.1) if and only if z. = ~(z . ,E ) .  Furthermore, method (1.10) has 
the form 
Zk+l = ~(Zk, Ek), (2.3) 
which defines a fixed-point method [16]. 
Assumption 1. F and G are Lipschitz continuous, i.e., there exist positive numbers a, fl such that 
I IF (x) -F( ; ) l [<<.al lx - ; l l  for x ,2E  ~Y' 
and 
I IG(Y)- G(Y)II~<BIIy- •ll for y ,y  ~ ~.  
By the Rademacher theorem, Assumption 1 implies that F and G are differentiable almost every- 
where in ~n and ~R m, respectively. The generalized Jacobian in the sense of Clarke [8] is defined 
by 
OF(x) = conv{limF'(2), F is differentiable at 5} 
and 
OG(y) = conv{l.im G'()3), G is differentiable at 33}. y--* y 
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By the structure of H and Proposition 2.6.2 in [8], the generalized Jacobian of H at z E ~n+m 
satisfies 
OH(z)C{(  A BT "] A E C E OG(y)} - -C  J ' 0F(x), . 
By the monotone property of F and G, for any z E ~n+m, all A E ~3F(x) are positive definite and 
all C E OG(y) are positive semi-definite. Moreover, by Proposition 2.1.2 of [8], Assumption 1 and 
(1.2) imply that for A E OF(x) and C E OG(y), 
IIAII<~, I Ia-' l[~<~ - ' ,  IlCIl~/~. 
Hence the mapping H is Lipschitz continuous, and there exists F > 0 such that for any z E ~n+,n, 
all J E OH(z) satisfy IIJII ~<r. 
Let 1 ~ be a large positive number and let 
D = {E I P E ~nxn, Q E ~mxm are nonsingular and IIP-'II + I IQ - ' l l~r}  
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that Assumption 1 holds. Then there exists a L > 0 such that 
I I~(z,E) - ~(z ' ,E) l l  <£11z - z'[I (2.4) 
for any z,z' E j~n+m and any E E D. 
Proof. By the mean-value theorem (Proposition 2.6.5 in [8]), for any z,z' E ~,+m, there exist 
A E conv 0F(xx -7) and C E conv c3G(yy') such that 
F(x) - F(x') = A(x - x') (2.5) 
and 
G(y) - G(y') = C(y - y'). (2.6) 
Here conv0F(~ 7) denotes the convex hull of all points W E OF(u) for u in the line segment xx', 
and convOG(yy') denotes imilarly. 
By the definition of q~, we have 
and 
¢, (z ,P )  - ~ , (z ' ,P )  = (In - P - 'A ) (x  - x')  - P - 'BT(y  -- y ' )  
• 2(z,E) - ~2(z',E) = Q-1B(In - P-LA)(x - x') 
+(I,, - Q- ' (BP-~B v + C))(y - y'). 
By a straightforward calculation, we obtain that 
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Hence from (2.7) and (2.8), we have 
i~(z,E)--~(zt,E) = I - (P  _Q) ( A RT -C  (z - z'). (2.10) 
Since H is Lipschitz continuous and E E D, the matrix after the above equality is bounded. Hence 
there exists a/2 > 0 such that (2.4) holds. [] 
The following assumption is a key condition to ensure that the inexact Uzawa method (1.10) 
locally converges. 
Assumption 2. There exist nonsingular matrices P, E ~x, and Q, E ~rn×rn and a constant r, E 
[0, 1), such that 
maximize p ( I - (B*  ) - ' (A* B~ ) )  A.E(')F(x.),C.E~3G(y.) -Q .  B -C .  ~<r. < 1. (2.11) 
The Lipschitz continuity of H implies that H is Fr6chet differentiable if and only if H is Ggteaux 
differentiable. Furthermore, if H is strongly differentiable at z., then OF(x.) and OG(y.) reduce 
to singletons [8]. In this case, if we choose P. = 1/coF'(x.) and Q, = 1/e)G'(y.), Assumption 2 
reduces to the assumption of local convergence theorem for the SOR-Newton method [18, 28] and 
the SOR-secant methods [16, 17]. It is notable that a Lipschitz continuous function H can be strongly 
differentiable at a single point but can fail to be differentiable at arbitrarily close neighbouring points 
(cf. [19]). Hence Assumption 2 with the strong differentiability of H at z* is weaker than assumptions 
that H is continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of z* and 
)-'QFt(BX,) B T P( I - - (  P* -Q, -G'(y,))) ~<r, < 1 
(cf. [16-18, 28]). 
Lemma 2.2. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, we have 
lim 114'(z'E*)-z*[I < 1. (2.12) 
z- z, I Iz-  z.ll 
Proof. Let e E (0, 1 - r.). By Theorem 2.2.8 in [18], for any A, E OF(x,) and any C. E OG(y.), 
there is a norm on N"+" such that 
11-- ( P* )-1 (~ * BT ) ~<r,+e < 1. 
B -Q ,  -C .  
Since OF(x.) and OG(y.) are closed sets, maximizing the norms over OF(x,) x OG(y,) gives 
1 
A.Ec~F(x*),C.COG(Y * )max imize I I -  (P* -Q. J \ (A* B T ) ~<r.+E < 1 
- -  C .  
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Now, from the mean-value theorem (Proposition 2.6.5 in [8]) and the Carath6odory theorem 
(Theorem 17.1 in [22]) for any z E ~R "+m, there exist ~t, flj,2~,q/E [0, 1],A+ E OF(x,+~i(x-x.)) ,  C~ c 
- 1 ~--~m+ 1 )), x- '~+l 2~ = q/  1, fo r  i = 1 ,2  . . . .  , n + 1 , j  = 1, ..., m + 1 such that OG(y. +/~/(y y. z. i~t ' Z . J j : l  : 
and 
n+l  
F(x) - F(x. ) = ~ ~iAi(x - -  X. ) 
i=1 
m+l  
G(y) - G(y.)  = Z qjCj(y - y.). 
j= l  
Let A -- ~i=lv'~+l 2~A~ and C = z_,/=~v'm+l qjC/.. By (2.10), 
• (z,E.) - z, = ~(z,E.)  - ~(z . ,E . )  
cl),zz , 
Notice that OF(x) and OG(y) are closed sets at any point z E ~n+m. By passing to a subsequence, 
we can assume that 2+ ~ 27, r// ~ q~,Ai ~ A~ and C /~ Cf as z ~ z.. By the convexity of the 
~-~n+l ~--~m+l . . generalized Jacobian, we have A. = z~i=l 2~A~ C OF(x*) and C. = ~j=l rl/C/ E OG(y*). Hence 
(2.11) implies (2.12). [] 
Now we give the local convergence theorem for the inexact Uzawa method (1.10). 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that H, P. and Q. satisfy Assumptions 1 and 2. Then there exist ~l > O, 
e2 > 0 such that i f  IIz0 - z.ll~<~,, IIP~ -e . l l<e2  and Ilak - a.ll~<~2 for all k~O, then method 
(1.10) is well-defined and satisfies 
I Iz,+, - z .  Jl .< rr lz ,  - z .  IJ, 
where r E (r,, 1). 
Assume further that 
and 
(2.13) 
lira [[(Pk - A, ) (xk+,  -- xk)l] = 0 (2.14) 
l im [[(Qk - C. ) (y~+,  - yk) l [  = 0. 
~-~ Ilz~+, - z~ll 
(2.15) 
Then 
l i ra IIzk+, - z. I I  
k~ Ilzk - z. I I  
~<r,. (2.16) 
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Proof. The first part of Theorem 2.1 is straightforward and follows from Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 
3.1 of [16]. The proof for the second part can be given by following the pattern of the proof of 
Theorem 3.3 of [17]. [] 
An important problem remains to be studied: how to choose the preconditioners satisfying As- 
sumption 2. Bramble et al. [3] provided a family of preconditioners satisfying Assumption 2 for the 
linear saddle-point problem (1.4) with C = 0. The following theorem is a generalization of Theo- 
rem 1 of [3], which includes the case C ~ 0, and expands the Bramble-Pasciak-Vassilev family of 
preconditioners. 
Theorem 2.2. Let A E ~n×n,p E ~n×n,Q E {R m×m be symmetric positive definite and C E {R m×m be 
symmetric positive semi-definite. Let 
M=I-  _Q -C  " (2.17) 
Then p(M) < 1, if there exist 7,fi E [0, 1) and 6 E (0, 1/3) such that P satisfies 
O<.((P -A)x,x)<.a(Px, ) for all x E ~n (2.18) 
or 
- 6(Px, x)<~((P -A)x,x)<.O for all x E ~" 
and Q satisfies 
O<~((Q -BA- IB  ~ - C)y,y)<<.7(Qy, ) for all y E ~m. 
In addition, we assume that there is 09 E (0, 2) such that 
(Cy, y) >~ co(Qy, y) for all y E ~m. 
Then p(M) < 1, if P satisfies (2.18) or (2.19) and Q satisfies 
- 2(Qy, y ) < ((Q -BA-~B v - C)y,y)<.O for all y E ~m. 
Proof. By a straightforward calculation, we obtain 
M = _ ( -In In)  { p-IA - In Ira-- p-IBT + ) 







Case 1: (2.18) and (2.20) hold. 
Obviously, (2.23) implies p(M)= 0, if P = A and Q = BA-1BS+ C. Since p(M) is a continuous 
function of M, it suffices to consider the case where the term in (2.18) is strictly positive for nonzero 
vectors x E ~n, i.e., P -A  is symmetric positive definite. Then V is symmetric with respect o the 
inner product induced by the block diagonal matrix d iag(P-  A, Q). The symmetric property of V 
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implies that all eigenvalues of V are real. Furthermore, we have 
p(M) <~ ~r(OV) 
= 
= p(V) ,  
where ~r(DV) and o'(V) are the largest singular values of DV and V, and the first inequality is from 
Theorem 3.3.2 in [13]. 
Hence to estimate p(M), it suffices to bound the positive and negative igenvalues of V, separately. 
Let 2 be an eigenvalue of V, and (x, y) E N" × Nm be the corresponding eigenvector. Then 
(P-1A - I,)x + P-IBV y = 2x, (2.24) 
Q-'B(I ,  - P - 'A)x  + (Ira - Q-~(BP- 'B T+ C))y -= 2y. (2.25) 
We first provide an upper bound for all positive eigenvalues 2 > 0. 
Eliminating (I, -P - tA)x  in (2.25) by using (2.24) gives 
- 2Q-1Bx + (Ira - -  Q-~C)y = 2y. (2.26) 
Then, taking an inner product of (2.26) with Qy, we have 
(2 - 1 )(Qy, y) = -2(Bx, y) - (Cy, y) 
~< -2(x, BVy) 
= -2(x, 2Px + (P - A)x) 
<~ -2Z(Px, x), 
where the second equality follows from (2.24), and the second inequality follows from (2.18). If 
x ~: 0, this, together with the positive-definite property of P, gives 2 < 1. If x = 0, (2.24) implies 
BVy = 0 and so (2.26) gives 
2(Qy, y) = ((Q - C)y, y) 
= ((O - BA- 'B  r - C)y, y) (2.27) 
<~ ~,(Qy, y), 
where the inequality follows from (2.20). Notice that y cannot be zero, since (x, y) is an eigenvector. 
This provides 2 ~< V. Hence all positive eigenvalues satisfy 2 < 1. 
Now we provide a lower bound for negative eigenvalues 2 < 0. 
By (2.20), ((1 - 2)Q - C) is nonsingular for 2 < 0. 
Eliminating y in (2.24) by (2.26) yields 
(P- 'A - l ,)x + 2P-'BV((1 - 2)Q - C)- lBx -= Ax. (2.28) 
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Multiplying (2.28) by 1 - 2 and taking an inner product with Px gives 
1 2(BT(Q 1 - 2 C)-IBX'X) 
= (1  - - A)x,x)  + - x) 
= -22(Px, x) + ((P - A)x,x) + 2(Ax, x) 
<~ - 2Z(Px, x) + 6(Px, x) + 2(Ax, x), (2.29) 
where the inequality follows from (2.18). 
Let 0 = 1/(1 - 2) and u = (Q - OC)-lBx. Then we have 
(BT(Q- OC)-lBx, x) = (BTu, x) 2 
((Q - OC)u, u) 
(A I/2X, A-1/2BTu)2 
((Q - OC)u, u) 
(Ax, x)(BA - 1B T u, u) 
<~ 
((Q - OC)u, u) 
<~ (Ax, x), (2.30) 
where the last inequality is from (2.20). Hence this, together with (2.29), gives 
0<~(6 - 22)(Px, x). (2.31) 
I fx ¢ 0, then 2 > -v~.  Moreover (2.24) and (2.25) imply that ifx = 0, then (Q-C)y  = 2Qy. 
However, by (2.20), the positive-definite property of Q implies that y must be zero for 2 < 0. 
Consequently, x cannot be a zero vector. Hence, we obtain -v/6 ~< 2 < 0. This completes the proof 
for Case 1. 
Case 2: (2.19) and (2.20) hold. 
In this case A -  P is symmetric positive definite, and M is symmetric in the inner product induced 
by diag(A- P, Q). Hence all eigenvalues of M are real. Following the pattern of the proof for Case 
1, we can show p(M)  < 1. Here we give a brief proof. Let 2 be an eigenvalue of M and (x, y) be 
the corresponding eigenvector. Then 
(In - p-1A)x - P-~BT y = 2x, (2.24)' 
Q-~B(I~ - P-~A)x + (In -- Q-~(BP-~B T + C) )y  = 2y. (2.25)' 
Eliminating (~ -p - IA )x  in (2.25)' by (2.24)' gives 
2Q-~Bx + (I,~ - Q- lC )y  --- 2y. (2.26)' 
Then, taking an inner product of (2.26)' with Qy, we have for 2 > 0 
(2 - 1)(Qy, y)  = 2(Bx, y)  - (Cy, y)  
<<. 2(x, Br y ) 
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= 2(x, -2Px  + (P - A)x) 
-)~2(px, x). 
Hence all positive eigenvalues of M are strictly less than 1. 
Now we provide a lower bound for nonpositive igenvalues 2 ~< 0. 
Eliminating y in (2.24)' by (2.26)' yields 
(In -p - IA )x  + 2p-IBT((1 -- 2)Q - C)-~Bx = 2x. (2.28)' 
Multiplying (2.28)' by 1 - 2 and taking an inner product with Px gives 
1 2C)_lBx, x) 
( 8 * ( Q - - i -7 - -  
= (1 - 2)((A -P )x ,x )  + 2(1 - 2)(Px, x) 
= -22(px, x) + ((A - P)x,x) + 2(Px, x) - 2((A - P)x,x) 
- 22(px, x) + 3(Px, x) + 22(Px, x) - 2(Ax, x). 
Condition (2.20) ensures (2.30) holds for Case 2. Hence, we have 
0 ~ (-22 + 3)(Px, x) + 22((P - A)x, x). 
By (2.19), we have 
0~< - 22 + 6 -  226. 
Since 6 < ½, we have 2 > -1.  Therefore in Case 2, we have p(M) < 1. 
Case 3: (2.18) and (2.22) hold. 
The first part of the proof for Case 1 remains same for this case to show that all positive 
eigenvalues satisfy 1 > 2 i fx  ¢ 0. I fx  = 0, then from (2.27) and (2.22), we obtain 2(Qy, y)~O. 
This cannot hold for 2 > 0. Hence in Case 3, we have 2 < 1. 
Now we give a lower bound for negative igenvalues 2 < 0. 
If Q - 1/(1 - 2)C is singular then there is a nonzero vector v E ~" such that 
( (1  - 2 )0  - C)v  = O. 
By (2.22), this implies that 
OJ 
2(Qv, v) = ((Q - C)v,v)>~ - -~(Qv, v) > -(Qv, v), 
that is, 2 > -1.  
Assume that Q-  1/(1 -2 )C  is nonsingular. Then (2.28) and (2.29) hold. If 
((Q 1 l- ~C) u,u) ~(BA-IBTu,u), 
then (2.31) holds. I fx  ¢ 0, then 2~> - v/6. I fx  = 0, then (2.24), (2.25) and (2.22) provide 
(O 
2(Qy, y) = ((Q - C)y, y) > - -~(Qy,  y). 
This shows 2 > -1.  
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Now, we consider the case where 
(((1 - 2)Q - C)u, u) <~ ( 1 - )O(BA-1BTu, U). (2.32) 
In this case, (2.21), (2.32) and (2.22) imply 
2co(Qu, u) >>. 2(Cu, u) ~> (1 - 2)((Q - BA- 'B  T - C)u, u) >~ - 2(1 - 2)(Qu, u). 
Hence we have )~co + co/2(1 -2 )  > 0, and so 2 > -1.  Therefore, we obtain p(M) < 1 for Case 3. 
Case 4: (2.19) and (2.22) hold. 
Following the proof for Case 2, we can show that all positive eigenvalues satisfy 2 < 1, By the 
similar argument in the proof for Case 3, we can show all negative eigenvalues atisfy -1  < L 
Hence in Case 4, we have p(M) < 1. 
This completes the proof. [] 
Corollary 2.1. Assume that OF(x.) = A and OG(y.) = C are singletons, and symmetric positive 
definite. Let P and Q satisfy conditions of  Theorem 2.2. Then there exist el >0, and ~2>0 such 
that if  lie-z011 IIPk-PII and [IOk -QLI  <e2 for all k>~O, then method (1.10) is well defined 
and locally linearly converges to z*. 
Proof. The result is straightforward, using Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. [] 
3. SOR methods and a multistep Uzawa method 
In this section we assume that H is strongly differentiable at the solution z*, F'(x. )  and G'(y, )  are 
positive definite, and all elements in OF(x) and aG(y) for x E ~R n and y C Nm are symmetric. We 
will use Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 to determine the relaxation parameter co in the SOR-Newton 
method and the SOR-BFGS method. Furthermore, we study global convergence of the multistep 
inexact Uzawa method (1.14). 
To simplify the notation, we let 
R = G ' (y , ) - ' (BF ' (x , ) - IB  T + G'(y,)) .  
We use the notation ~,min(R) and )],max(R) for the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of R, respec- 
tively. From the similarity transform involving G'(y. )  1/2, we have )],max(R) = p(R). 
Welfert [27] gave a sufficient condition on P, Q and z for convergence of the following inexact 
Uzawa method: 
xk+l = xk + p - l (p  _ Axk -- BT yk), 
Yk+I = Yk + zQ-l(BXk+l - Cyk - q), 
(3.1) 
where z is a positive stepsize. Welfert's condition is 
2 min{ 2 .~min(P- IA) ) (3.2) 
0 < z < p(Q_I(BA_IBT + C)) 2max(P_lA) 1, 2max(P_lA) . 
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It is easy to see that neither of the Bramble-Pasciak-Vassilev condition (1.6)-(1.7) and the 
Welfert condition (3.2) implies other. Now we use conditions (2.19)-(2.22) and (3.2) to determine 
the relaxation parameter in the SOR-Newton method and the SOR-BFGS method. 
Lemma 3.1. Let A, = F'(x,), P, = 1/coA,, C, = G'(y,) and Q, = 1/coC,. Then Assumption 2
holds, if 
0 < o) < ---7~. min -- - 1,1 . (3.3) 
ptl~ ) Co 
Furthermore, if
2mi~-(R) ~< min 2p(R) - 1 '3  ' 
then Assumption 2 holds if 
- - l~a)~<min{2~} 
)~min(e) 2p(R) -  1' 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Proof. Obviously, the Welfert condition (3.2) provides (3.3). 
Now we show (3.5) by using Theorem 2.2. It is easy to verify that (2.19) holds if 1 ~<09 < 4/3. 
Moreover, (2.22) holds if for all y C Nm, 
and 
(C.y, y) - co((BAf~B x + C. )y, y)~<0 
< (C,y,y) og((BA-~B T + C,)y,y)<<.O. (C,y,y) 
Inequality (3.6) requires that co satisfies 
(C,y,y) 
~o/> max 
yE~, ((BA2~B v + C,)y, y) 
(Y,Y) = max 
y~.  ( C,I/2(BA,1B T+ C, )C£1/2y, y) 
1 
)~min(C* I/2(BA2 IBr + C,)C£ 1/2) 
1 
2rain (R)  ' 
where the last equality is from the similarity transform involving C~,/2. 
Similarly, we can show (3.7) requires that 
CO 
---- < 1 -  fOAmax(R), 
2 
i.e., ~ < 2/(2p(R)-  1). 
Summarizing these choices on 09, we obtain (3.5). [] 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
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Now, we are ready to give the local convergence theorem for the SOR-Newton method and the 
SOR-BFGS method. 
The SOR-Newton method for nonsmooth saddle-point problems is defined by 
Xk+l = Xk + ooAkl(p -- F(xk) -- BTyk), 
Yk+, = Yk + coC~7~(Bxk+, - G(yk) - q), (3.8) 
where Ak E OF(xk) and Ck E OG(yk). 
Theorem 3.1. Under Assumption 1, tf co satisfies the condition of  Lemma 3.1 then the SOR-  
Newton method (3.8)for  saddle-point problem (1.1) is locally convergent. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, Assumption 2 holds. Since F'(x.)  and G'(y.)  are singletons, for any given 
e there is neighborhood JV of z., such that for any z E JV 
IIA -A .  II ~< ~ for all A E OF(x) 
and 
[[C-C,[ I~<e for all CEOG(y) .  
Hence, there exist e~ and e2 such that if lie-z*ll ~<~,, then [[A-A,II ~<e2 and I IC- c.II ~<~ for all 
A E OF(x) and C c OG(y). By Theorem 2.1, the SOR-Newton method (3.8) locally converges. [] 
Theorem 3.2. Under Assumption 1,/f~o satisfies the condition of  Lemma 3.1 then the SOR-BFGS 
method for (1.1) locally converges. 
Proofi By Lemma 3.1, Assumption 2 holds. Furthermore, by Theorem 2.1 there exist positive 
constants el and e2 such that whenever lie0 -z.I I  ~ , ,  IIAk -A.[I ~<~2 and liCk - C.LI ~2,  the SOR- 
BFGS method locally converges to z,. Hence it is sufficient o show that there exist ~ E (0,e~] and 
~2 E (0, e2] such that if IIz0-z.LI ~<~, IIA0-A.L[ ~<g2 and IIC0-C.II ~<~2 then Ilzk-z.II ~<~,, [IA~-A.II ~<e2 
and I[ Ck - C. [[ ~< e2, for all k >i 0. 
Since G'(y.)  is symmetric positive definite, by the Lipschitz continuity, G is strongly monotone 
in a neighborhood of y.. Then for all Yk in the neighborhood, a- VkUk > 0 and so Ck is updated at 
every step k. In this case, the SOR-BFGS method satisfies the SOR-secant equation 
Ak+lsl~ = F(xk+l ) + BV yk -- F(xk ) -- BV yk 
--Ck+lUk = Bxk+l -- G(yk+~ ) -- Bxk+l + G(yk ). 
According to the results of [9, 16, 17], the strong differentiability of H at z., together with 
Assumption 1 implies that there exist gl E (0,e~] and g2 E (0,e2] such that whenever [[z- z.II ~<gt, 
I[A - A. 1[ ~< g2, I[ C - C. II ~< g2 and II ~(z, E) - z. I1 ~< [Iz - z. ]1, we have 
AssV A tt T 
IIA - A. sWA~ + t~sl[ ~ IIA -A. I I  + vllz - z. [I ~ 
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and 
C CuuTC VVT 
- c ,  uTC~+uT v <.llC-C, ll+vllz-z.L 
where v>>.O,z E (0, 1], s --- ~(z ,A)  - x , t  = F (~I (z ,P ) )  - F (x ) ,u  = ~2(z ,E )  - y ,v  = G(~2(z ,E ) )  - 
G(y ) .  
Let ~ ~<gt, r E (0, 1) and e2 + v~[/(1 - r~)<<.g2. 
We choose zo, Ao and Co such that IIz -zol l  ~<~,, IIA0 -A. I I  <~= and lifo - c.II ~<&. 
Following a standard induction method (cf. [9, 16, 17]), we can show that for all k ~>0, the 
sequence {zk,Ak, Ck } satisfies 
llz,+, - z.ll <~rllzk - z.ll ~'~l, 
k 





This completes the proof. [] 
The linear version of inexact Uzawa method (1.10) has no inner products involved, but only 
guarantees local convergence. A possible way to have global convergence and keep the linear 
feature is to use multistep technique. In what follows, we shall study global convergence of the 
multistep Uzawa method (1.14). 
We consider the case G(y)  - Cy ,  where C is an m × m symmetric positive definite matrix. 
Algorithm 3.1 (Multistep inexact Uzawa algorithm). 
If p - F (xk)  - BTyk  = 0, let xk+l = xk + ekfke.  Otherwise let xk.0 = xk and lk be the minimum 
nonnegative integer of i = 0, 1,2 .... such that 
and 
Xk, i+l = X,,i + vkP ; - l (p  -- F(xk,  i) -- BYyk)  
[]F(xk.,,+l ) + BVyk -- P]I ~Sk .  
Set Xk+l = Xk.t,+~ and 
Yk+l = Yk + "rkQkl(Bxk+l -- Cyk -- q) .  
Here e C ~n with all entries equal to 1, ek,6,,Vk, Zk are positive numbers and P, c ~n×" and 
Q, ~ Nm×,, are symmetric positive-definite matrices. 
When p - F (x , )  - BVyk ---- O, we check whether Bx,  - Cy ,  - q = O. If both of them are equal to 
zero, then (x , ,y , )  is the exact solution of (1.1) and we stop the algorithm. Hence, without loss of 
generality, we assume that H(zk) # O. 
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Theorem 3.3. Suppose that Assumption 1 holds. Let Q, = C, ek-~<l/0¢llell,zk = r~< min(1,#/(1 + 
II C-~ II IIBl[2)), 0 < ,~k ---< qkllE(x,) - Fix,_, )11, v, ~<2/~IIP~-' [I and ~l, <~z/a. Then from any (Xo, Yo) E 
~lt "+m the sequence {(xk, y,)} generated by Algorithm 3.1 converges to the unique solution (x . ,y . )  
of  (1.~ ). 
Proof. Since F is strongly monotone, and C is positive definite, (1.1) has a unique solution z. = 
(x,, y,). 
Now we show that Algorithm 3.1 is well defined. Assume 6k > 0. 
If F(x,) + BTy, - -  p = 0, then 
liE(x, + e,6,e) + BTy,  -- eli ~< liE(x,) + BT y,  -- P[[ q- ae,6,Ilell-.< 6,, 
where the first inequality follows from Assumption 1. 
Assume that F(x, ) + BT y, -- p # O. Let 
dp(x) = F(x) + Br y, - p. 
Following the proof of the symmetry principle theorem in [18] and using the mean value theorem 
for nonsmooth functions in [8], we can show that q~ is a gradient mapping of 
/o' g(x) = (x - xk)Tq~(Xk + t(x -- X,)) dt, 
and 
g(x,,~+~) - g(xk,3 
/o ' = - -vk (P ; '¢ (x , .3 )T¢(x~.~ -- sv~P~¢(x~. i ) )ds  
/o' = - -v , (P ;~¢(xk .~) )T (ck (x , . , )  -- sv~2(~)P?~¢(x , , l )ds  
- v,¢(x~.i)Te; ' ¢(x,,i) + ½v~l l~ l l l4 , (xk i )~e;  l ~(x,,i), 
where .4(~) C conv0F(Y), Y is in the line segment between x,.i-svkP~tgp(x,.~) and x,,i. By Assump- 
tion 1, IIA(~)II,.<~. 
The strongly monotone property of F implies that g is a strongly convex function and the level 
sets of g are bounded. Moreover, the solution x~ of q~(x) = 0 is the unique minima of g. 
Let x = vk -(v~/2)~IIP~' II. Then for v, E (0, 2/~IIP~' II), we have 
1 
~' . (P~'  ¢(x,,A, ¢(x,,))<.. ~(g(x,,o) - g(x;,)) < ~.  
i=0 
Since P, is symmetric positive definite and { q~(x,,i )Tp~- 1 ~b(x,,i )}i/> 0 is a monotonically decreasing 
sequence, we have 
lira c~(x,,i) = O. i---* oc 
Since 6k > 0, this implies that there is a finite number 1, such that II¢(x~.,,)ll ~<,~. 
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Moreover, from IrF(xk+l)-f(x,)ll>~l~llxk+l-x, II > o, we can choose 6,+1 > 0. 
Therefore, Algorithm 3.1 is well defined. 
By Theorem 2.1 o f  [5], {xk, yk} converges to (x., y , ) .  [] 
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